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HOME FIRE AWARENESS CAMPAIGN 
Statement by Minister for Emergency Services 

MR R.R. WHITBY (Baldivis — Minister for Emergency Services) [2.11 pm]: I take this opportunity to inform 
the house about home fire safety and how the state government is helping the community to understand the risks of 
everyday household items. The colder months are typically the busiest time of year for home fires in Western Australia. 
There were around 80 home fires in August last year, and many of those were preventable. Our firefighters are seeing 
more fires caused by overheated batteries, and the damage can be catastrophic. As a community, we must all do 
more to prepare ourselves. 

The Department of Fire and Emergency Services last week launched the Home Fire Awareness campaign to help 
all Western Australians to better understand how they can reduce the risk of fire in their homes. Although our 
households are home to many potential hazards, such as unattended heaters and candles, this year’s campaign is 
putting the spotlight on lithium-ion batteries, which present an extremely dangerous risk of fire. These batteries are 
found in everyday items, such as mobile phones, laptops, power tools and vacuum cleaners. They can overheat and 
explode when left on charge. If they are poorly made or damaged, they can cause fires that spread quickly and are 
difficult to extinguish. Once the battery explodes, it can end up metres from where it was charging and cause a fire 
that has the potential to destroy an entire home. The government is urging all Western Australians to reduce the 
risk of fire in their homes by being cautious when purchasing items containing lithium-ion batteries online or 
second-hand, storing lithium-ion batteries on a hard surface when charging and removing devices from the charger 
once they are fully charged. 
There are a number of ways the public can be home fire safe, including checking heating and electrical appliances, 
making sure that fireplaces and chimneys are clear of residue, taking care when cooking and never leaving a stove 
unattended, and ensuring that smoke alarms are working properly; these need to be cleaned and tested regularly and 
the battery changed every year on 1 April. Losing your home to fire is a devastating experience. It is important that 
everyone takes a simple step or two to reduce the risk in their home to protect their family and property. This could 
be the difference between minor damage and total devastation. 
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